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***Includes Practice Test Questions*** Get the test prep help you need to be successful on the GED

test. The GED Exam is extremely challenging and thorough test preparation is essential for

success. GED Secrets Study Guide is the ideal prep solution for anyone who wants to pass the

GED Exam. Not only does it provide a comprehensive guide to the GED Exam as a whole, it also

provides practice test questions as well as detailed explanations of each answer. GED Secrets

Study Guide includes:  A thorough and detailed review of the General Education Development Test 

An analysis of reasoning  A guide to mathematical reasoning  An extensive review of science  A

breakdown social studies  Comprehensive practice questions with detailed answer explanations It's

filled with the critical information you'll need in order to do well on the test the concepts, procedures,

principles, and vocabulary that the American Council on Education (ACE) expects you to have

mastered before sitting for the exam.  The Reasoning Through Language Arts section covers: 

Reading comprehension  Informational sources  Critical thinking skills  Writing  Language and

usage  The Mathematical Reasoning section covers:  Number operations/number sense  Algebra,

functions, and patterns  Data analysis, probability, and statistics  Measurement and Geometry  The

Science section covers:  Physical science  Life science  Earth and space science The Social

Studies section covers:  Civics and government  United states history  Economics  Geography and

the world These sections are full of specific and detailed information that will be key to passing the

GED Exam. Concepts and principles aren't simply named or described in passing, but are explained

in detail. The guide is laid out in a logical and organized fashion so that one section naturally flows

from the one preceding it. Because it's written with an eye for both technical accuracy and

accessibility, you will not have to worry about getting lost in dense academic language.  Any test

prep guide is only as good as its practice questions and answers, and that's another area where our

guide stands out. Our test designers have provided scores of test questions that will prepare you for

what to expect on the actual GED Exam. Each answer is explained in depth, in order to make the

principles and reasoning behind it crystal clear.  We've helped thousands of people pass

standardized tests and achieve their education and career goals. We've done this by setting high

standards for our test preparation guides, and our GED Secrets Study Guide is no exception. It's an

excellent investment in your future.
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This is the PERFECT study guide for the GED. I have tried other brands that are popular in textbook

world but fail to give you a clear understanding and useful tips that you will not forget. I purchased

this book with a calculator and am very confident in my approach to taking the GED. Why waste

money attending a class when this book has everything you need. I strongly recommend to

everyone.

My husband dropped out of high school at 16 and didn't try to get his GED then, now that he is older

and trying to advance his career he needs to get his GED in order to further some of his education

so we decided to do some work together to get him ready for the test. This study guide has helped

build my husband's confidence while he prepares, he doesn't feel so out of practice now that he has

made his way through the book. There are detailed sections explaining each area of the test as well

as the types of questions that can be expected. When it came time to try some practice questions

he was happy to have areas that explain the right and wrong ways to approach certain types of

questions with explanations of answers easily accessible so if he is incorrect in his answer he can

understand why and change the way he thinks regarding that subject matter. I recommend taking a

lot of practice tests but this this study guide has definitely gotten the ball rolling for him and made

him feel like he has a fighting chance for passing the test. I received a discount for my honest and

unbiased review.

I received this product to help my stepson and a friend's daughter get prepared to take the GED.

WOW! This book and the accompanying flashcards and practice tests are the COMPLETE and



REAL DEAL to get prepared for the GED. I was a tutor in the past and used other materials to

prepare my students for tests; however, I have never seen anything quite like this before! WOW!The

topics covered are broken down into smaller more manageable concepts. I was so excited to see

that there was a video to accompany almost EVERY concept! Between reading the book, hearing

and watching the video, and using the practice questions, I will be able to help these young adults

prepare for the test.I feel that the Mometrix study skills included are very well thought through and

are extremely helpful. The skills are broken down and explained in detail for maximum use of time.I

am very impressed with these materials and would highly recommend them to others.

I got the GED Secrets Study Guide book to help my best friend with her general education diploma

studies. This study guide is stocked full of information. When I unwrapped the book I was pleasantly

surprised when I found a FREE study skills DVD offer from the company. The reading level is

perfect for the target audience of the study guide. It is formatted very well. The table of contents is

broken out and subdivided so topics and subtopics are easy to find. All of the topics seem to flow

nicely from one to another building on the previous concept learned. I like how it starts with

Language Arts. That is very helpful for the student to understand proper language skills before

diving into all the other topics. My favorite parts of the book are the top 20 test taking tips in the

beginning of the book as well as the secret keys and general strategies for taking the GED exam.

The content covers everything that is needed to know on the exam, some school districts might be a

little different but so far it has been spot on for our area. It was even a great refresher for me as well.

The practice questions were well written and very helpful. I also liked the answer key as it explained

the correct answers in easy to understand language. I think the questions did a good job covering

all the information in the book.Disclaimer: I got the GED Secrets Study Guide book at a discount

price in exchange for my honest opinion.

I ordered this GED secrets book first and really like the information in the book.. Just to be on the

safe side of things I wanted to make sure im learning everything I need to learn so I ordered the

2016 kaplan ged book as well...

There is an incredible amount of information! My confidence grows daily as I continue to work

through the "Study Guide" and "Flashcards". I believe with all of the practice opportunities, I will be

thoroughly prepared and successfully pass each test! Thank you for all of the wonderful resources

and support that you have provided for my journey! I highly recommend your educational products.



They are excellent tools that have helped me maximize the quality of my study time!

I was having difficulties with the extended response for the RLA portion. I read 2 different GED

books, searched online & still didnt understand. I looked in this book and they explained it

wonderfully! Without this book I would of never figured it out. It also provides links to reveiw video's.

Which is an awesome added bonus! From start to finish this book is an A+

I've looked through it and I give it five stars. The layout is much more straightforward, as opposed to

another GED guide I tried to work with. I especially like how there are no practice problems slowing

down the reading, only the concepts to learn and how to use them. A fringe benefit from this is the

aesthetic appeal -- there are far fewer gaping spaces on the page, which is what happens when the

practice problems are several words and a number for each. This is probably usable for working

space if you plan to write in the book, but obviously this is not possible when you are borrowing. The

size of the book is something to mention, being more lightweight and less intimidating. When I

looked for a GED book, they were all enormous, which gave me the impression I would never get

through it. This layout has a lot of concise, well-organized information on each page and no

unnecessary wording or pictures. I look forward to using this book to study for my GED and pass

with flying colors!
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